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	Congratulations on the purchase of your new BlackBerry Storm2. You’re going to be
	amazed at how versatile this little device is, how many ways you can use it to stay in
	touch with others, and how many “apps” are available for you to play and work with.
	You’ll love GPS, texting, adding participants to a phone conversation, and taking video
	footage, complete with a flash, too!
	In order to help you get the most from your BlackBerry, you’ll want to explore all
	aspects of it. That’s why, in this book, we’ll start with the seemingly simple (making
	phone calls), and work our way up to more exciting things, like using applications,
	downloading ring tones, transferring music from your computer, syncing photos,
	connecting with Wi-Fi, traveling with BlackBerry Maps, and geotagging with GPS.


	Maximize the Power of Your BlackBerry Storm2


	Master all the versatile capabilities of the hot handheld that's taking the world by storm. How to Do Everything: BlackBerry Storm2 shows you how to set up and customize your device, make calls, manage contacts, send and receive messages, snap photos, and capture video footage. You'll learn how to download and install all kinds of apps, map with GPS, play games, listen to music, create playlists, and so much more. This hands-on guide covers it all!

	
		Make phone calls, use e-mail, and access the web 
	
		Use various messaging options, including BlackBerry Messenger, SMS, and MMS 
	
		Take photos and capture video 
	
		Customize with ring tones, wallpaper, and themes 
	
		Download applications from BlackBerry App World 
	
		Connect to Wi-Fi hotspots 
	
		Navigate with BlackBerry Maps and GPS 
	
		Tether your BlackBerry to your computer 
	
		Load and play music, create playlists, and set up synching 
	
		Use the calendar and clock and manage appointments 
	
		Secure, back up, restore, and troubleshoot your BlackBerry Storm2.



	About the Author:


	Joli Ballew is a technical author, technical author, technology trainer, community college instructor, and gadget expert. She has written more than 30 books, including How to Do Everything: Netbook, How to Do Everything with Windows Vista Media Center, and others.
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OCA / OCP Java SE 8 Programmer Practice TestsSybex, 2017

	Test your knowledge and prepare for the OCA/OCP exams


	OCA/OCP Java SE 8 Programmer Practice Tests complements the Sybex OCA: Oracle Certified Associate Java SE 8 Programmer I Certification Study Guide and the OCP: Oracle Certified Professional Java SE 8 Programmer II Study Guide for exams 1Z0-808 and...
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3D Imaging in Medicine: Algorithms, Systems, Applications (Nato ASI Subseries F:)Springer, 2011

	The visualization of human anatomy for diagnostic, therapeutic, and educational pur poses has long been a challenge for scientists and artists. In vivo medical imaging could not be introduced until the discovery of X-rays by Wilhelm Conrad ROntgen in 1895. With the early medical imaging techniques which are still in use today, the...
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FileMaker 8 @work: Projects and Techniques to Get the Job DoneSams Publishing, 2006
Most books on databases approach the reader with descriptions of how to use tools, and make some reference to putting those tools into a real-world context. FileMaker 8 @Work: Projects and Techniques to Get the Job Done turns this approach on its ear by introducing key tools in a single chapter, then moves on to what you...
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The ThoughtWorks Anthology: Essays on Software Technology and Innovation (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2008
ThoughtWorks is a collection of passionate, driven, intelligent individuals that delivers custom applications and no-nonsense consulting. Ask a ThoughtWorker what they like most about the company, and they will likely say it is the other ThoughtWorkers they get to meet, work with, and learn from. We’re a mixture of geeks, managers, analysts,...
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The Complete Idiot's Guide to Green Building and RemodelingAlpha, 2009

	It's easy building green!

	

	This guide helps environmentally conscious people make real-world decisions about building or remodeling a home. Readers will find information on how to save money by going green when building or remodeling, how to find the right green integrated system design, how to choose heating and...
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MCSE Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-293): Planning and Maintaining a Microsoft Windows Server 2003 Network InfrastructureMicrosoft Press, 2003
Ace your preparation for the skills measured by MCP Exam 70-293—and on the job—with this official Microsoft study guide. Work at your own pace through a system of lessons, hands-on exercises, troubleshooting labs, and review questions.

You also get expert exam tips plus a full review section inside the book that covers all...
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